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Outline of Today’s Presentation:

▸What is a needs assessment?

▸How can a needs assessment be helpful to a 
Council on Aging? 

▸Steps in a needs assessment

▸Developing data for a needs assessment



What is a needs assessment? 

▸ ”Needs assessment is the process of 
identifying needs, prioritizing them, making 
needs-based decisions, allocating resources, 
and implementing actions in organizations to 
resolve problems underlying important 
needs.”

• Mertens & Wilson, 2012
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Presentation Notes
My point here is that a needs assessment isn’t just a survey. The process—what happens before and after—is at least as important. This is true when you conduct your own needs assessment and it is true when you ask others to do it for you.The planning process, communication, network building that happens before, after, and throughout the assessment process is critically important.Our focus today: the tools needed to identify and prioritize needs.



How Can a Needs Assessment be 
Helpful to a Council on Aging?

▸Provide backdrop for planning

▸Achieve internal goals

▸Achieve external goals 
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Presentation Notes
A primary goal for many Councils on Aging when using a needs assessment is to find out who the older adults are in their community, what they are interested in, and what they need.2. Internal goals include setting short-term and long-term organizational priorities. Making program decisions, such as which programs to expand or make changes to. And decisions about resource allocation to specific programs or staff. 3. External goals include explaining to others in the community what is needed and why; the needs assessment process can serve as a community-building activity. It can also be a way to illustrate and justify programming decisions and funding uses.4. It is important to continuously remind yourself of what your goal is for the needs assessment- what exactly are you trying to learn from this endeavor? It can be easy to get off-track and want to find out about EVERYTHING you possibly can- instead of staying focused on your goal 



8 Steps for Conducting a Needs 
Assessment

Identify parameters

Identify needed information

Determine what information exists already

Design methods/instruments

Collect/analyze data

Prepare report

Obtain stakeholder feedback

Formal dissemination

S2

S1

S1

S1

S2

S3

S3

S3
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3 Stages of Needs AssessmentStage 1: Pre-assessment: as above, plus promote awareness and work with key stakeholdersStage 2: Assessment-Stage 3: Post-assessmentStep 1) Define parameters of the assessment: budget, time, Step 2) what do you need to know? Do not add extra questions because they are interesting to you. Keep focused.Step 3) Don’t reinvent the wheel; Check with social service agencies; what information to they collect? Past reports? Literature reviewDissemination step: include news outlets throughout; in addition to a formal report consider preparing fact sheets or short summaries for broad distribution.



Pre-assessment: Stage 1
▸Understand WHY you are conducting a needs 

assessment
▸Broad and informative, or targeted to a specific 

goal
▸Develop a roadmap and timeline for the process

▸Accept that this will change and be delayed
▸ Identify areas of concern or potential barriers

▸Develop strategies about how to overcome them
▸Promote Awareness

Presenter
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Determine the WHY behind your needs assessment and make it central to the rest of your planning. The needs assessment can be used to gain very broad information about the population your are serving or it can be focused on a very specific goal or program (such as about a particular program- like meals on wheels). Have a plan- needs assessments can include many moving parts so it is important to have a clear guide from the beginning. It is also critical to develop a timeline. Both of these documents WILL change because of unforeseen events or challenges, so when developing them, be ready and willing to change them. Be honest upfront about challenges that may come up along they way. Examine all areas that may present barriers such as lack of staffing, staffing knowledge limitations, limited community support, funding barriers, delays, etc. If possible, make a plan for how to confront these early so that they do not hold up the assessment process. Gaining buy-in from key stakeholders, as well as the general community, is key to conducting a successful needs assessment. This should begin long before the data collection begins. Starting with community leaders will help you to know upfront what some of the push-back may be from community members. If you can get their buy-in, this will be very helpful when you make the assessment public. News releases, mailings, and flyers in public places can be practical ways to inform a large general public about the needs assessment. Events in key local locations as well as letters from public officials help to show that this is a community focused project and is not something coming from the outside- makes it more likely that the community members will be willing to participate and will ‘trust’ the process.  When informing community leaders or the community as a whole, be sure to inform them about the goal of the needs assessment, who is conducting the assessment, what the assessment will include, and how the results will be used. Keeping them informed will help to ensure support. 
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Red are those we’ll go into some detail on todayThe choice of data will depend on lots of things:  what data are already available to you? What are your specific goals for the needs assessment? As well, you need to take into account the capabilities you have in-house for managing and collecting data, and the kinds of partnerships you have in place.Many goals can be met through the evaluation of existing data, such as data from the U.S. Census Bureau. However, some kind of data drawn directly from your community can often be useful, such as data gathered through focus groups, interviews, or surveys.And often, data drawn from two or three different sources can help you triangulate on issues in a way that is especially informative.Eg: demographic data indicates that a large share of older residents live alone. Survey suggests that a segment of the oldest residents are isolated. Focus groups or interviews with public safety staff in town reveals that a lot of Town resources are being used to respond to calls from frail old residents and responders are not sure what to do, who to call, etc. Clearly identifies an issue relating to aging in the community that requires some leadership and response.



Some sources of demographic data
▸U.S. Census Bureau

▸Decennial census
▸American Community Survey

▸Other organizations that generate projections
▸Donahue Institute at UMass
▸Metropolitan Area Planning Council (MAPC)

▸Organizations that package demographic 
data from these and other sources
▸MAPC
▸http://mahealthyagingcollaborative.org/data-

report/explore-the-profiles/
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Including Gerontology Institute, on our websitehttp://www.umb.edu/demographyofaging



Using demographic data

▸Opportunities and examples:
▸Data from the decennial Census (latest was 2010) 

for every community: age, race, sex, household 
composition, owner occupied residence

▸Data from the American Community Survey 
(conducted annually). Available every year in one-
year files (for the largest communities); in three 
year files (for medium-sized communities) and in 
five year files (for small communities)
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Data from the Census Bureau have the advantage of being credible, cheap, and readily available.  Most of you have used these data at some point. In the past, what has been available for communities from the Census Bureau has mostly been data from the decennial Census that is conducted each decade—mostly recently in 2010.  These are very useful data.  But it has been a great frustration for users that those data only come out once every 10 years. Over the past decade a new data collection system was put in place. With the new system we still have data from the familiar Census—primarily age, race, sex, household composition, and limited housing information—that is available every 10 years.  But we also have data from something called the American Community Survey, which is a very, very large national survey that is conducted every single year.It means that on an annual basis we get lots of information from the ACS that we would in the past have only gotten every 10 years.  To get that data for small geographic areas such as towns, data may only be available for groups of years.  So large cities will have data available in single year chunks, but smaller communities may have data available only in three-year or five-year chunks.  But data will be available for every year, for every community, with the most recently data being out for 2013.  



Source: 2010 Census of 
Population
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What MA looks like currently—baseline scenarioWe have our own little “Florida” in some communities—especially western MA and the cape



Growth of older population for 
Hingham, 2000-2010

Population 
2010

Population 
2000

% growth

All ages 22,157 19,882 11%

Age 50-59 3,299 2,989 10%

Age 60-79 4,020 2,872 40%

Age 80+ 1,715 828 107%
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Example using decennial Census data. Makes an emphatic point about the rapid growth of the older population.Immediately obvious that the aging of Hingham has implications for senior services in the community.



Growth in the number of residents 
by age group, 2000-2010, Littleton

Source: 2010 and 2000 Census, Summary File 1, Table QT-P1
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Between 2000 and 2010, the overall Littleton population grew by 9%. The 50-59 and 60+ age groups saw a booming increase (45% and 37% respectively), while there was a small decrease in the number of residents under age 50. Within the Age 60+ group, the number of people age 60-79 and 80+ grew nearly equally. 



Springfield: Change in number of 
residents age 60+, by race and 

ethnicity (2000-2010)
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Comparison of key demographic features over time in the same geographic area can also be informative. Here we see the change over ten years in the number of seniors in different ethnic groups, for the City of Springfield. Considering all ethnic groups combined, the number of seniors in Springfield changed hardly at all during that decade. But substantial shifts occurred in the race and ethnic composition. The number of African American seniors grew by more than 20%, and the number of Hispanic seniors more than doubled.



Source: 2010 Census of 
Population
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Again: 2010 distributionAll this is set to change, according to projections recently generated by the Donahue Institute



Source: Donahue Institute, 
University of Massachusetts 
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This is what the map looks like using 2020 projections. Virtually the entire western portion of the state is on course to have 30% or more of the population age 60 or older, along with virtually all of the Cape and selected other communities.



Source: Donahue Institute, 
University of Massachusetts 
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And by 2030, this high percentage of seniors in communities will be commonplace in Massachusetts.Below 20% are-Boston area-others all have sizable college populations—in the west is Amherst; NE is Wenham, a town of 4800 with 2100 students attending Gordon College. Many other communities will have lower shares of seniors in part because they are attracting larger numbers of immigrants—and many of those individuals are relatively young.The age gap between Boston and the rest of the state will be very strong if this scenario actually plays out.[Projection for FL from US Census for 2030. Could not find for 60+ but US Census Bureau projects that in 2030, Florida population will have 31% age 62+. Much of MA would appear to be keeping up/exceeding that level.]



In Falmouth, seniors are expected to 
make up nearly half of the population
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An example of a town on the Cape illustrating a not-uncommon future. Approaching a point where nearly half or even more of the entire town population is age 60+.In my conversations with communities, this scenario raises a number of questions:How do communities plan for that level and pace of aging?What do older adults want and need in communities where they are close to a majority?What do younger adults and families want and need in these communities?What does “age friendly” mean when most of the residents are seniors?



Some features of population 
composition, from the U.S. Census 

Bureau website



Percent of homeowners who are 
age 60+
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Compelling advocacy points can be made by highlighting the number of property owners who are seniors within a community. In these four examples we see that a sizable share of homeowners are seniors. One-third of homeowners are age 60+ in Boston. More than 40% of homeowners in Newton and Hingham are seniors, as are over half of homeowners in Falmouth.



Percentage with disability among 
residents age 65+
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Several types of disability are reported in the American Community Survey.A summary indicator of disability suggests that many older residents have at least one disability and that some communities have a considerably larger share of their older residents who are also disabled.



Percentage of 65+ residents with 
an independent living disability*
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*having difficulty doing errands alone, such as 
visiting a doctor’s office or shopping Source: 2008-2012 American 

Community Survey
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Looking at just one disability reported in the ACS across a handful of communities, we see a lot of variability.Independent living disability = having difficulty doing errands alone, such as visiting a doctor’s office or shopping. This is an important limitation because it can challenge an older person’s ability to remain at home and independent.In Worcester, 20% of seniors age 65+ report an independent living disability; in Barnstable, that percentage is just 9%.Other types of disability measured in the ACS: cognitive difficulty (concentrating, remembering, making decisions); ambulatory difficulty (walking or climbing stairs); self-care difficulty (bathing or dressing); sensory difficulty (vision or hearing)2012, 5 year file



Median household income in 
Worcester
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Comparing income levels across age groups can be helpful in identifying potential for resource shortfalls



Fall River

Springfield

Source: 2008-2012 American 
Community Survey
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Knowing something about languages used in a community can be helpful when planning for services and programs. This map shows that in a number of communities in Massachusetts—for example, Springfield and fall River--more than 20% of seniors age 65+ speak a language other than English at home. In other areas (the lightest shading) fewer than 5% speak a language other than English. This is important information to have when thinking about what is needed for adequate service delivery.



Percentage in Linguistically 
Isolated Households, Boston
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So through the ACS it is possible to learn about your older residents’ disability status; economic status; educational level; information about the kind of housing they live in; language spoken at home; work status—many other basic demographic characteristicsSome indicators are only available for the largest communities—like this one.Linguistically isolated households are those in which no member age 14+ speaks English at least “very well.”There are other demographic data points that can be “harvested” to describe your community and make an assessment about your older population. This is the last slide on demographics.



Conducting a Survey

▸Establishing scope of the survey

▸What is the purpose of your assessment?

▸What information do you already have?

▸What information will you obtain some other way?

▸Prioritize your needs for information and keep 
your focus



Conducting a Survey
▸Creating a questionnaire

▸Harvest questions from existing questionnaires
▸Plan how you will use every question asked
▸Think about your respondents when designing the 

questionnaire
▸Consider typeface and white space
▸Do not make it too long
▸Ask only one question at a time

▸Pilot your questionnaire with appropriate 
respondents



Conducting a Survey

▸Choose a means of distribution
▸Mailing or other hard-copy delivery
▸Telephone
▸Online
▸In-person

▸To sample or not to sample?



Conducting a Survey

▸From responses to data
▸Confidentiality

▸Analyzing the data

▸Making sense of the responses



Percentage Feeling Sad or 
Depressed in the Past Month
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Some examples of survey-based data generated through needs assessments



Difficulty Providing Care for Disabled 
Adults (among caregivers)
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Driving Involvement
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Modifications include not driving at night, not making left hand turns, not driving in bad weather or on the expressway, not driving far distances or in unfamiliar areas.



Percentage Willing to Pay a Nominal 
Fee to Participate in Senior Center 

Programs and Activities 
86%
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Support for Tax Work-off Program in 
the Community (Respondents 60+)
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“What are your greatest concerns 
about staying in your community as 

you grow older?”
▸ “I live on $1,317 a month Social Security check.  My car is 

16 years old. My house will need a new roof soon.  I don’t 
know where I will get money for these things.”  (Female, 
age 69)

▸ “How will I get around for errands and social activities 
when I can no longer drive?” (Female, age 52)

▸ “(I worry) that my spouse will die and leave me” (Male, age 
82)

▸ “Getting mind and body to the end at the same time” 
(Female, age 85)

Presenter
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Response to open-ended questions can be helpful in putting a face/voice to the statistics



Focus groups
▸Adding depth to survey findings
▸Adding life to demographic results
▸Learning about special issues or difficult-to-

reach populations
▸Obtain input from other stakeholders, such 

as other Town offices or organizations
▸Hearing from the community when a survey 

is not practical

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The whole point of focus groups is to allow people with something in common to contribute information about the needs of the community. Focus groups can add depth to the survey findings by allowing participants to expand on or clarify similar themes.  Or they can be used to gather new/different knowledge about the issues that are associated with the purpose of your needs assessment. They can be used on their own as a way of identifying important issues in the community, or by adding “life” to demographic results.Not a good way to obtain information on factual quantitative questions.



Organizing a focus group

▸ Prepare who, where, when, and why
▸ Develop prompts and follow-ups

▸ Aim for groups of 6-10; sessions 60-90 minutes long
▸ Bring a note-taker or record the event
▸ Bring food
▸ Attempt to hear from everyone in the room
▸ Attempt to keep the conversation focused on the 

subject at hand (for the most part)
▸ Respect time limits
▸ Allow time afterward for the team to review notes 

and transcripts, discuss, and draw conclusions

Presenter
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What you hear from a group will be different from what you will hear in interviewsA group dynamic can yield novel information; it can also lead to “drift” in the focus. Do not let anyone dominate the conversation. 



Focus group prompts

▸NOT
▸“Do you think your department works well with the 

Council on Aging?” 

▸BETTER
▸“Tell me about your department’s experience with 

the Council on Aging”

Presenter
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Prompts: Come up with broad topical questions and think about the order in which you ask them, but allow yourself to ask follow up questions that come naturally. Why is “not” bad? –leading; yes/no; Why is “better” better? More generic. “Tell me about” invites a story.SILENCE IS OK. Human nature to fill “awkward silence” let them be the one to fill it---interesting information can come from this silence. 



Post-Assessment: Stage 3

▸Dissemination of results

▸Printed and/or electronic report 

▸Public presentations

▸News articles

▸Fact sheet

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Final ReportPresent at Board of Selectmen meetings; meetings of your Council on Aging, public presentations to seniors and other community members. Always report back to the communityFact Sheet: shortened version of the report highlights, helpful dissemination tool, using graphics and bulleted points etc.Dissemination through the media. Ideally community members have been hearing about the effort all along—always inform the community about what you have learned and what next steps are planned



Concluding Thoughts
▸Be clear about the PURPOSE of your assessment
▸Have a detailed timeline and roadmap of the 

process
▸Build in extra time

▸Create awareness in the community
▸Consider research partners
▸Determine appropriate sources of data
▸Stay realistic

▸NEED versus WANT

Presenter
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Don’t get carried away—remember your PURPOSE



Thank you!

Jan E. Mutchler: jan.mutchler@umb.edu

http://www.umb.edu/demographyofaging

mailto:jan.mutchler@umb.edu
http://www.umb.edu/demographyofaging
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